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For examples of over 200 isometric projections of events see Predictions playlist and my published 

books. 

Time-space is structured in palindromes.  Events are a part of an ever-unfolding Construct and many of 

these events are equidistant from prior events that are so similar in nature the two events are distinct not 

in concept but in occurrence.   

Many of the following events have already been fulfilled, and some at varying degrees, while others are 

slowly developing into fulfillment and more are still waiting to be fulfilled.  There will also be some that 

will never be fulfilled as the phenomena they are attached to are absorbed into events that do transpire.   

Despite this lack of perfect predictability, the structuring is still valuable as a method of event-prediction.   

I’ve never claimed 100% accuracy, and if that standard was necessary then no one would ever take risks 

like I do in the publicizing of my output.  I don’t fear criticism because the phenomenon is now too well 

documented. 

There is a calendrical overlap that needs to be addressed.  The names of the months infer a 10 month 

calendar because the Romans added two more months and tucked them in after February.  This is why 

Sept, Oct, Nov and Dec are the Roman months for 7, 8, 9 and 10, but those months today are 9, 10, 11 

and 12.  This means when we search for events they can unfold in January and February and still be the 

year 2022.  It’s an overlap and over and over we find it must be considered.   

 

 

Past Events Shown in Palindromic Patterns 

SpaceX launch disaster/explosion 2 astronauts killed [SAME DAY SpaceX Starship Prototype SN4 at 

Boca exploded]. Both launched same day 

Fences around Washington DC 

Trucker convoys 

Hundreds of YouTube Doomsayers on ‘New Normal’ about whole pop being forced to take jab, forced to 

wear face diaper, forced to stay locked down.  Predicted just opposite, that by beginning of 2022 all return 

to normal over most of the world 

 

 

623 Days Ago:  Predictions Made January 15th, 2021 [A week and a half 

after Trump was removed from office/ almost 21 months ago] 



Texas will begin enacting policies and laws contrary to Federal policies and actions 

Diplomatic relations problems between Mexico and the USA will emerge 

Inexplicable fires will erupt across communities in the USA and some in Canada 

Texas: discussions of separating from Federal-controlled USA 

Texas rises to power in USA as population shifts, companies relocate to Texas 

US population experiences a new Patriot movement, Pro-America sentiment 

President Trump after leaving office will remain in public eye and continue in some form in American 

politics 

American President will be removed shortly before or after taking office 

A member of German-descended Trump family will rise to power 

An assassination attempt on a new US leader 

The USA and Russia will enter a major agreement 

Opposition party leader in USA is arrested 

Those blamed for USA's decline and decadence will be removed from power 

Political opposition to new US Administration ceases 

US population adores new leader 

US officials take over liberal/leftist news agencies 

Outside the USA there are still leftist-liberal media spinning false narratives about what is happening in 

USA and other western nations 

Zionist-controlled media networks will campaign worldwide to convince world that USA is new 'Nazi' 

empire 

US-Canadian relations with China become estranged 

US relationship with the Vatican estranged 

USA becomes isolationist, internalizes its wealth and focuses on internal problems 

Economic restructuring of USA brings relief to prospective home owners and farmers 

US enacts a new Minimum Wage that is actually received well by the people; Huge growth in 

employment in USA 

New American economic system benefits the people and brings much relief; spreads to other nations 

closely allied 

USA embarks on a major infrastructure rebuilding and updating campaign 

USA will undergo complete restructuring; Restructuring of USA will bring back its economic superpower 

status 



This restructuring will also involve a massive overhaul against the media/news agencies that have dealt 

treacherously against the USA and its people 

Widespread banning of Democratic/Socialist & Communist media venues 

USA will exit the United Nations 

Anti-semitism will erupt as Jewish conspiracies are widely publicized 

 

 

485 Days Ago: Predictions Made June 2, 2021 [over 16 months ago] 

When using my Date Calcuylator I found to my surprise this second 

predictions video was posted to my channel exactly 138 days after the 

earlier January 15th video.   

 
The CIA comes under investigation 

The FBI is accused of anti-American activities 

A CIA leader/administrator will be killed outside the US borders in a foreign country 

New York be in news as needing a Federal bailout 

In China a dam collapse occurs killing many and is covered up in a media blackout about event 

In China a storm will result in failure of dozens of dams resulting in widespread infrastructure damage 

US military will pull out of an embarrassing war just like pulling out of Vietnam 

Reports of several child-trafficking operations caught would be publicized 

The Elite are creating the illusion of victory, allowing for their puppets to be taken down 

Through staged events the Elite will provide relief to populations of many nations, to steer them toward a 

hidden agenda 

 

 

439 Days Ago: Predictions Made July 19, 2021 [over 14 months ago] 

 

A possibly ICBM/nuclear exchange or threat involving the US in 2022 

A publicized increase in UFO sightings in 2022, major push by MSM to normalize UFO activity 

US President removed midterm in 2022 

A change in the government of China in 2022 



A major change in NBC or NBC broadcasting/ownership or major NBC incident in 2022 

Gold and silver hit record highs in 2022 

US media will broadcast about major US Presidential corruption in 2022 

A new monetary system will begin or be announced in 2022 

Highly viewed death of member of US media seen on live broadcast in 2022 

US officials force a famous actor or actress to leave the US in 2022 

A major bank operating in the US will collapse in 2022 

US files or announces anti-trusts suits against Big Tech monopolies in 2022 

US enacts legislation to protect retirement benefits in 2022 

 

 

412 Days Ago: Predictions Made August 15, 2021 [13.5 months ago] 

 

China loses military-industrial contracts with other nations due to natural disasters/flooding 

Democratic US Supreme Court Justice will retire 

Disaster in India, a mine incident 

Member of United Nations will shock General Assembly with accusations of corruption 

Joint US-Russia weather weapons and weather modification technology used in concert 

New evidence of President Kennedy assassination released to public 

US President removed from office mid-term in 2022 

Major investigation of a New York city bank 

Anti-abortion program will lost 100% of its funding [perhaps no longer needed due to Supreme Court 

ruling] 

UN Building in New York is abandoned 

Supreme Court address new election law 

Britain's health organization comes under investigation 

New law enforcement group started to combat corporate crime [Big Tech] 

1 or 2 attempts to assassinate US President 

Zionism is officially recognized as racism 

SCC imposes unpopular restrictions on trading 



US Senate to pass a Banking Reform bill 

 

 

352 Days Ago: Predictions Made on October 15, 2021 [less than 12 

months ago] 

Blanket censorship of Big Tech is going to be stopped; curtailing of the power of Big Tech in 2022 

US President removed from office  in 2022, does NOT mean Trump is returning to office 

Major shift from MSM viewership to alternative media increases 

 

 

253 Days Ago: Predictions Made January 21, 2022 

 

Major shift in the political affiliation of Democrats in America will have millions embrace the Republican 

Party in 2022 

Majority of population loses faith in media narratives and embraces fact of Fake News; massive loss of 

viewers in 2022 

US government target Big Tech companies to break them up in 2022 

Big Tech monolpolies will begin changing their names and losing legal fights with US Government in 

2022 

Rise of Nationalists in China against the Chinese Communist government in 2022 

Deep State will remove some of their puppets from being leaders of nations in 2022 

Conspiracy of Covid will be widely publicized in 2022 

Major Report will circulate that Climate Change is a hoax in 2022 

Publicized kidnapping, but it will be a false flag event:  staged in 2022 

Commercial jet with hundreds on board crashes, but this is staged 

2 or 3 nations have their governments removed in military coups 

Televised event watched by many when suddenly someone on screen commits suicide in 2022 

A Canadian leader will be removed from office in 2022 

New push to produce oil in the US in 2022 

US enforces new voting laws in 2022 



US government will file anti-trust suits to break up Tech Giants 

Many globalist-backed leaders are removed from office in 2022 

A US General is catapulted into position of international leadership in 2022 

Russia detonates a WMD in 2022 

Plans for a new financial system will be widely publicized 

Nuclear scare event involving several countries in 2022 

Major push by media to push Alien Invasion scenario 

Massive flooding in Australia 

A member of the Royal family will die [ this event was predicted 231 days before it happened]  

US becoming a  oil producer will catapult the Middle East into panic and war, involving Israel 

False Carrington Event…. EMP, Xflare, AI takeover and defensive 'takedown' of the Internet is in 

playbook, even blaming AI on being an alien program 

World Economic Forum has lost power and their agendas have no more power:  Reign of Davos is ended 

Putin is making power moves against the Deep State globalists 

Many nations will adopt nationalist strategies and focus on their culture and countries- truly a weakening 

of globalist power structure 

The European Union and the United Nations will lose power 

Border dispute concerning an island or islands will be settled in Canada's favor in 2022 

 

 

Canada- major financial institution forced to break up in 2022 

Canada- a vote of No Confidence in Parliament will result in a sudden election in 2022 

Canada- Trudeau's Party removed in 2022 

Canada- a state in Canada will change the language of the Court from French to English 

Canada-  new election reform bill introduced that limits campaign contributions 

Canada- movement to decriminilize drugs 

Canada- scandal will be published concerning Quebec's construction industry 

Canada- a hard freeze will kill about a dozen people and damage infrastructure 

Canada-  avalanche or two will result in fatalities 

Canada- banking institutions come under federal investigation 

Canada- Jewish population will come under heightened scrutiny/ possible evacuation 



Canada- more than 3 liberal leaders will announce their resignations, one being a senator 

Canada- a freak wind storm or tornado makes major headlines 

Canada- a bank's assets will be seized by the Canadian government 

Canada- a major agreement concerning timber mutually benefits Canada and the US 

Canada- conservative leaders will assume power 

Canada- a liberal holdout state will threaten to secede but the resistance will be quelled 

 

 

239 Days Ago: Prediction Made February 4th, 2022 

Trump returns to power in America but NOT as President 

 

 

236 Days Ago: Predictions Made on February 7, 2022 

 

Australia- evidence will surface from Oct-Nov that Australia will begin rising as a superpower [it will 

take years] 

Australia- China is no longer a threat by end of 2022 

Australia- government makes demands of banks that are accused of illegal practices 

Australia- Australian military will joins those of an ally in overseas operation 

Australia- By end of 2022 living conditions in country will be improved [prediction made in middle of 

Covid lockdowns] 

Australia- steel production and other national resources will begins an upswing 

Australia- wettest in 50 years, record rainfall and flooding 

Australia- corruption of high ranking judicial official exposed by the media 

Australia- many liberals in elections will be voted out 

Australia- unexpected resignation of member of House of Representatives will come as a surprise 

Australia- government will enact reforms to attract foreign businesses to Australia 

Australia- major industrial dispute will be widely reported, linked to mining, or uranium mining 

Australia- overseas nuclear threat or detonation results in Australia publicly condemning incident and 

ending relations with perpetrator 



 

Thailand- due to overseas events, a movement in thailand will start to change its own constitution 

Thailand- due to events in China, there will be peace  in Thailand through 2022 

 

Dominican Republic- overall peace and normality through 2022 

Dominican Republic- a demonstration gets out of control and results in fatalities 

 

 

218 Days Days Ago: Prediction Made February 25th 2022 

 

Switzerland-  Free Trade Agreement with EU ends or is fundamentally changed in 2023 

Switzerland- collapse of major bank chain, or a CHANGE is a TYPE of banking/ method of banking 

changes 

Switzerland- WEF will suffer problems in 2023 by other nations acting against the WEF 

Switzerland- events abroad will affect partners of the WEF and programs funded by WEF 

Switzerland-  WEF power ends in 2023 

Switzerland- removal of liberals/socialists in US is followed by removal of globalist leaders in many 

nations has Switzerland on high alert in 2022-2023 

Switzerland- 2023 anti-Papal sentiment builds 

Switzerland- a group of nations have entered a secret compact to unify their efforts to overthrow the WEF 

Switzerland- other banks will induce government to enact bank reforms that appear to protect public but 

actually protect the banks 

Switzerland- major bank in Switzerland will be implicated in a conspiracy, fraud [probably Goldman-

Sachs] 

Switzerland- spirit of nationalism rises 

 

180 Days Days Ago: Prediction Made April 4 2022 

 

US will remove socialists from office 

2023 Staged Black outs of infrastructure & communications 

2023 Staged Carrington Event- Internet takedown- NEW Internet/NEW financial system 



 

59 Days Ago: Prediction Made August 8 2022 

 

crazy events of Biden behavior and failed policies is intentional, is controlled collapse of Democratic 

party 

2023  US will become energy independent, which follows after Biden's removal from office 

Biden will be removed from office 

New US leaders will usher in new religious right ultra conservatism in 2023 

The US and many other nations will focus on internalizing, nationalism, building own infrastructures and 

economies 

2023 violence and war in Middle East occurs as US remains aloof with its own affairs 

2023 new hostilities between Iran and Iran 

2023 several Muslim Middle East nations will prepare for war with Israel and engage 

Bank chain collapses end of 2022 or beginning 2023- gold and silver soars in NY and London exchanges 

Standoff in Washington DC at White House or Capitol Building 

An unexpected suicide broadcast on live TV 

China engage a neighbor in armed conflict over an island or island chain, possible use of nuclear 

submarine; China will win 

In late 2022 media reports scientists claim Earth has received an extraterrestrial transmission [staged 

event] 

Next Vice President of US will be an agent of the Deep State 

New conservative, religious US leadership will file anti-trust suits against Big Tech companies [use of 

courts to retaliate for liberal reign over media] 

Member of the British royal family will pass away or come up missing before Christmas [this 2nd 

prediction of Royal death was 37 days before the death of the Queen] 

Romania- maintains peace through 2022, 2023 

Conservative Republicans give full reign to go all the way to the far right to mirror how the liberals 

 

 

Summary:  for half a century western powers have been at the economic forefront led by the WEF.  But 

Russia has again played wildcard and disrupted the western power structure.  Russia is in a strategic 

partnership with the powerful economies of India and China and the rising economies over other nations 

like Brazil.  So we have unfolding a major shift in power to the East.  This will significantly weaken the 



WEF, the United Nations, NATO and all those puppets belonging to the WEF who still hold power in the 

west are about to find out they have no aces left to play.   

There will be a transitional period when the western nations will enjoy a period of house cleaning, a 

return to nationalism.  The US and other countries will enjoy improved economic conditions…but the 

Deep State has yet another card to play… A false Carrington Event one year from now. 

 

[Presented on YouTube [Archaix channel] on September 30th 2022 


